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Radiation quality and cellular oxygen concentration have a
substantial impact on DNA damage, reproductive cell death
and, ultimately, the potential efficacy of radiation therapy for
the treatment of cancer. To better understand and quantify
the effects of radiation quality and oxygen on the induction of
clustered DNA lesions, we have now extended the Monte
Carlo Damage Simulation (MCDS) to account for reductions
in the initial lesion yield arising from enhanced chemical
repair of DNA radicals under hypoxic conditions. The kinetic
energy range and types of particles considered in the MCDS
have also been expanded to include charged particles up to
and including 56Fe ions. The induction of individual and
clustered DNA lesions for arbitrary mixtures of different
types of radiation can now be directly simulated. For low-
linear energy transfer (LET) radiations, cells irradiated
under normoxic conditions sustain about 2.9 times as many
double-strand breaks (DSBs) as cells irradiated under anoxic
conditions. New experiments performed by us demonstrate
similar trends in the yields of non-DSB (Fpg and Endo III)
clusters in HeLa cells irradiated by c rays under aerobic and
hypoxic conditions. The good agreement among measured
and predicted DSBs, Fpg and Endo III cluster yields suggests
that, for the first time, it may be possible to determine
nucleotide-level maps of the multitude of different types of
clustered DNA lesions formed in cells under reduced oxygen
conditions. As particle LET increases, the MCDS predicts
that the ratio of DSBs formed under normoxic to hypoxic
conditions by the same type of radiation decreases monoton-
ically toward unity. However, the relative biological effec-
tiveness (RBE) of higher-LET radiations compared to 60Co c
rays (0.24 keV/lm) tends to increase with decreasing oxygen
concentration. The predicted RBE of a 1 MeV proton (26.9
keV/lm) relative to 60Co c rays for DSB induction increases
from 1.9 to 2.3 as oxygen concentration decreases from 100%

to 0%. For a 12 MeV 12C ion (681 keV/lm), the predicted
RBE for DSB induction increases from 3.4 (100% O2) to 9.8
(0% O2). Estimates of linear-quadratic (LQ) cell survival
model parameters (a and b) are closely correlated to the
Monte Carlo-predicted trends in DSB induction for a wide
range of particle types, energies and oxygen concentrations.
The analysis suggests a is, as a first approximation,
proportional to the initial number of DSBs per cell, and b is
proportional to the square of the initial number of DSBs per
cell. Although the reported studies provide some evidence
supporting the hypothesis that DSBs are a biologically critical
form of clustered DNA lesion, the induction of Fpg and Endo
III clusters in HeLa cells irradiated by c rays exhibits similar
trends with oxygen concentration. Other types of non-DSB
cluster may still play an important role in reproductive cell
death. The MCDS captures many of the essential trends in
the formation of clustered DNA lesions by ionizing radiation
and provides useful information to probe the multiscale
effects and interactions of ionizing radiation in cells and
tissues. Information from Monte Carlo simulations of cluster
induction may also prove useful for efforts to better exploit
radiation quality and reduce the impact of tumor hypoxia in
proton and carbon-ion radiation therapy. � 2011 by Radiation

Research Society

INTRODUCTION

Many decades of biophysical research (1–4) provide

evidence suggesting that the number and spatial arrange-

ment of energy deposits within and near the DNA have an

impact on mutagenesis, chromosomal aberrations and cell

death. Through a breakage and reunion process, double-

strand breaks (DSBs) are converted to small- and larger-

scale chromosomal exchanges with the potential to cause

phenotypic alterations, neoplasia and cell death (2). Other

types of non-DSB cluster may also have significant

biological consequences (5, 6). Although molecular and

cellular processes may sometimes negate, amplify or

suppress the effects of initial DNA damage, trends in

DSB induction with radiation quality are often quite similar

to trends in the numbers of lethal events per unit dose
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arising from individual particles with a linear energy
transfer (LET) of less than 100 keV/lm (7). Reductions in
the initial DSB yield with decreasing oxygen concentration
are also consistent with increases in cell survival under
hypoxic relative to normoxic conditions (8). However, local
cluster complexity may also have an impact on higher-level
biological end points (1, 4), and very little is known about
the effects of hypoxia on the local complexity of DSB and
non-DSB clusters. As the only method currently available to
determine the number and spatial configuration of lesions
forming a cluster, Monte Carlo simulations are a potentially
useful adjunct to experiments probing the underlying basis
for the effects of oxygen and radiation quality on cell death.
Estimates of DSB yields from Monte Carlo simulations can
also be used in combination with kinetic reaction-rate
models, such as the repair-misrepair-fixation (RMF) model
(7), to determine the relative biological effectiveness (RBE)
of different types of radiation for cell killing. An improved
understanding of RBE and oxygen effects is needed to more
fully exploit the biological potential of protons and carbon
ions in radiation therapy (9, 10), especially since high levels
of pretreatment tumor hypoxia have been implicated as a
significant factor contributing to treatment failure (11).

Radiation creates DNA lesions through the direct deposi-
tion of energy in the DNA as well as through the indirect
action of reactive chemical species formed near the DNA (3).
Indirect damage is primarily attributed to the formation of
hydroxyl radicals (˙OH) through the radiolysis of water near
(,;10 nm) the DNA (3). The average diffusion distance of
an ˙OH in a cellular milieu is about 6 nm (12), or about three
times the diameter of the DNA double helix, which implies
that the chance an ˙OH formed through the radiolysis of
water will interact with a nucleotide in DNA decreases
rapidly with distance beyond about 4 to 6 nm. Electrons and
other low-LET radiations create about 217 strand breaks
Gy�1 Gbp�1 and about 650 damaged bases (including abasic
sites) Gy�1 Gbp�1 (13), i.e., a ratio of about 3 damaged bases
per strand break (4). For low-LET radiations, about 50% of
the lesions arise from unscavengeable (direct or indirect)
mechanisms and the remaining lesions are scavengeable (13).
Because energy deposition is proportional to mass, the
purines (adenine and guanine) and pyrimidines (cytosine and
thymine) are about equally likely to sustain damage through
the direct mechanism. All four types of DNA base are about
equally sensitive to

�
OH attack (3).

For normal human fibroblasts (MRC-5), Rothkamm and
Löbrich (14) have shown that the number of c-H2AX foci, a
surrogate for the initial number of DSBs per cell, is
proportional to absorbed dose in the range from 1 mGy to
2 Gy. Pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) measurements
also demonstrate that DSB induction in MRC-5 cells is
proportional to absorbed dose from 10 to 80 Gy (14). In
human fibroblasts, DSB induction is proportional to absorbed
dose up to 700 Gy for protons and a particles (15). Prise et al.
(16) compiled data from a large number of experimental
studies on DSB induction by ionizing radiation in various

types of eukaryotic cells. DSB yields measured using the
PFGE assay, when expressed per unit genome length, are
similar among yeast and mammalian cells despite order-of-
magnitude differences in genome sizes (all reported estimates
are in the range from 4.2 to 6.9 DSBs Gy�1 Gbp�1). This
observation suggests that DSB induction per base pair is
approximately the same in the lower and higher eukaryotes.
In yeast cells irradiated by 30 MeV electrons, the initial DSB
yield per cell increases linearly with dose up to at least 2400
Gy under fully aerobic (100% O2) conditions and up to at
least 1500 Gy under maximally hypoxic conditions (17). The
production of Fpg (oxidized purine), Endo III (oxidized
pyrimidine) and Endo IV (abasic) non-DSB clusters is also
proportional to absorbed dose for low- and high-LET
radiations from at least 0.05 Gy up to 30 Gy (6, 18–23).
Collectively, these experimental observations provide com-
pelling evidence that the induction of DSBs and other non-
DSB clusters is proportional to absorbed dose up to at least
several hundred Gy under normoxic and hypoxic conditions.
These observations also imply that, for the clinically relevant
range of absorbed doses (i.e., doses ,200 Gy), all of the
initial clustered DNA lesions formed by ionizing radiation,
including DSBs, are formed predominately through single-hit
(one-track) mechanisms regardless of oxygen concentration.

In a normoxic environment, the initial DNA radicals
formed through direct or indirect damage mechanisms may
interact with O2, endogenous thiols such as glutathione, or
other cellular constituents. The reduction of DNA radicals
by thiols has been termed chemical repair [reviewed in ref.
(24)]. In competition with chemical repair, the interaction of
a DNA radical with oxygen, a process termed oxygen
fixation, creates a peroxy radical that must be processed by
enzymatic mechanisms, such as base excision repair (BER),
to restore the integrity of the DNA double helix. BER is the
primary mechanism for the removal of clustered DNA
lesions other than the DSB (25, 26). In mammalian cells,
non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) is responsible for
most DSB rejoining (27, 28), although homologous
recombination (HR) contributes to DSB repair during the
S and G2 phases (29, 30). The interaction of a DNA radical
with nearby undamaged nucleotides or with other cellular
constituents may also produce a crosslink requiring
enzymatic processing to restore DNA integrity. Regardless,
the net effect on cluster induction of irradiating cells under
reduced oxygen is to enhance opportunities for chemical
repair and thus decrease the numbers of individual and
clustered DNA lesions, including DSBs (31–37), processed
by enzymatic repair mechanisms.

Comparisons of the effects of low- and high-linear energy
transfer (LET) radiations (1, 32, 38–40) suggest that repair
tends to decrease and biological consequences tend to
increase as the induction of damage by radiation shifts from
clusters composed of small numbers of lesions (low-LET
radiation) to clusters composed of many lesions (high-LET
radiation). The experimentally observed reductions in the
initial DSB yield detected in cells under reduced oxygen
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conditions (1, 32, 38–40) suggest that the average number
of lesions per cluster, a measure of cluster complexity, tends
to decrease as oxygen concentration decreases. If true, the
decreased (average) complexity of the clusters formed under
reduced oxygen conditions may enhance the accuracy of
cluster repair. For end points such as chromosomal
aberrations (41, 42) and cell death (32, 33, 36, 39, 43–
57), the decreased sensitivity of hypoxic cells to ionizing
radiation may be due in part to an increase in the accuracy
of repair as well as to a reduction in the initial number of
clusters a cell must repair.

In this article, we develop a Monte Carlo model to
estimate the yields of clustered DNA lesions formed by
ionizing radiation under conditions of reduced oxygen. The
kinetic energy range and types of particles considered in the
Monte Carlo Damage Simulation2 (MCDS) are also
expanded to include ions up to and including 56Fe. As a
first step toward validation of the extended MCDS,
calculated yields of DSBs and other types of clustered
DNA lesions are compared to measured data for photons
and selected intermediate- and high-LET radiations. The
reported studies provide new information to better quantify
the effects of oxygen on the initial yield and complexity of
the multitude of different types of clustered DNA lesions
formed by ionizing radiation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Monte Carlo Simulation of Individual and Clustered DNA Lesions

The published MCDS (13, 58) simulates the induction and
clustering of DNA lesions in normoxic cells (O2 concentrations
greater than about 21%) uniformly irradiated by monoenergetic
electrons (.80 eV), protons (.0.105 MeV) and a particles (.2 MeV)
with energies as high as 1 GeV. In the new MCDS (version 3.0), the
allowed particle types have been expanded to include ions up to and
including 56Fe. The software has also been extended so that the
induction of damage can be simulated for arbitrary mixtures of
charged particles with the same or different kinetic energies.

1. Specification of radiation quality
The ratio of the square of the effective charge and the square of the

particle’s speed relative to the speed of light in a vacuum, (Zeff /b)2, is
used in the MCDS as the preferred indicator of radiation quality. The
effective charge of a positive or negative ion is calculated according to
Barkas and Evans (59) as

Zef f ¼ Z½1� expð125 � b � Z�2=3Þ�; ð1Þ

and b is given by

b ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1� 1

ð1þ T=m0c2Þ2

s

: ð2Þ

Here, T is the kinetic energy of the charged particle, and m0c2 is the
rest mass energy of the charged particle. For ions with Z . 2,
simulation parameters are assumed the same for all ions with the same
(Zeff/b)2, as in version 2.0 of the MCDS (13, 58). Table 1 lists the

minimum kinetic energy allowed in MCDS Version 3.0 for selected
ions, i.e., energies corresponding to (Zeff/b)2 � 10,000. In MCDS 2.0
(13), simulations were restricted to electrons, protons and a particles
with (Zeff/b)2 � 3,200.

Although not required for the simulation of damage induction, the
MCDS also reports charged-particle stopping power in liquid water as
a secondary indicator of radiation quality. For monoenergetic
electrons, protons and a particles with kinetic energies greater than
10 keV, stopping powers in liquid water are based on an empirical fit
to data from the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) STAR database (http://www.nist.gov/physlab/data/star/). For
electrons with kinetic energies below 10 keV, collisional stopping
powers in liquid water are based on an empirical fit to data from the
IXS-D3 model of Emfietzoglou and Nikjoo (60). For Z . 2, charged-
particle stopping power in water is equated to the stopping power of an
a particle with the same (Zeff/b)2. For photons, the MCDS computes a
fluence-averaged stopping power from the spectrum of secondary
electrons arising when the (primary) photon first interacts in or near
the cell nucleus (61, 62). The MCDS also has the capability to
estimate the fluence-averaged stopping power for a mixture of ions
with the same or different kinetic energy.

For a target (cell nucleus) with input diameter d, the MCDS
automatically tabulates microdosimetric parameters, such as the
frequency-mean specific energy (z̄F) and lineal energy ȳF (63), the
absorbed dose per unit fluence [D/U¼ pd2z̄F/4], and the average path
length R traveled by a charged particle as it slows down, as calculated
using the continuous-slowing-down approximation (i.e., the CSDA
range). Estimates of the CSDA range and microdosimetric quantities
reported by the MCDS are provided for conceptual purposes and as
secondary indicators of radiation quality; estimates of these quantities
do not have any impact on the Monte Carlo simulation of DNA
damage induction within the MCDS. In the MCDS, the frequency-
mean specific energy (in Gy) is approximated as z̄F¼ 0:3059DE/qd3.
Here, DE is the average energy deposited (in keV) by ions passing
through a target with density q (g cm�3) and diameter d (in lm). The
average energy deposited in the target is the integral of the chord
length l times the stopping power weighted by the relative number of
particles traveling distance l, i.e.,

DE ¼
Z

minðR;dÞ

0

dl lf ðlÞ½SðlÞ � SradðlÞ�: ð3Þ

Here, f(l)dl is the fraction of the particles traveling distance l to l þ dl
with collisional (electronic) and nuclear stopping power S(l) – Srad(l).
Radiative energy losses (Srad) are assumed to be non-local because the
mean free path length of a photon is typically very large compared to
the dimensions of the cell nucleus. The integral is from 0 to min(R, d)
to ensure that the energy deposited in the target of interest does not
exceed the particle’s kinetic energy. For a spherical body exposed to a
uniform isotropic fluence of particles traveling in straight lines,
sometimes referred to as l-randomness, the distribution of chord
lengths is given by f(l) ¼ 2l/d2 (64), and Eq. (3) becomes

DE ¼ 2

d2

� �

Z

minðR;dÞ

0

dl l2½SðlÞ � SradðlÞ�: ð4Þ

For the special case when S – Srad (in keV/lm) is constant while the
particle passes through a target, Eq. (4) reduces to

DE ¼ 2d

3
½S� Srad� ð5Þ

and the frequency-mean specific energy (in Gy) is

zF ¼ 0:204½S� Srad�=qd2: ð6Þ
2 An executable version of the MCDS software is available at

http://faculty.washington.edu/trawets/mcds/.
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As illustrated by the estimates of the frequency-mean specific
energy tabulated in Table 1, Eq. (6) is only a good approximation for
z̄F ¼ 0:3059DE/qd3 when the CSDA range is large compared to the
diameter of the cell nucleus. As the CSDA range becomes comparable
to the dimensions of the nucleus, changes in the stopping power of the
ion while passing through the target become significant. When the
range of an ion becomes smaller than the diameter of the nucleus, the
average energy deposited by a particle decreases rapidly because the
ion may stop (lose all kinetic energy) before passing through the
target. The effects of such stoppers are included in Eq. (4) by
integrating from 0 to min(R, d) whereas, in Eq. (6), the effects of
stoppers are neglected. When R , d, estimates of the frequency-mean
specific energy reported by the MCDS may be much less than the
mean specific energy computed using the more approximate,
analytical formula [Eq. (6)]. Although the formulas and algorithms
used in the MCDS to estimate microdosimetric quantities account for
changes in stopping power within the target, other potentially
important physical processes, such as d-ray escape and pathlength
straggling (63, 65), are neglected. Pathlength straggling, which tends
to increase energy deposition within a target, is especially important
for lower-energy electrons. The significance of d-ray escape, which
effectively reduces energy deposition within the target, increases as
the kinetic energy of the ion increases.

2. Damage simulation for well-oxygenated cells

The algorithm used in the MCDS to simulate the induction of
individual and clustered DNA lesions has been described in detail
elsewhere (13, 58). Briefly, damage simulations in well oxygenated
cells are performed in two major steps: (1) randomly distribute in a
DNA segment the expected number of lesions produced in a cell per
Gy of radiation and (2) subdivide the lesions in the segment into
clusters. DNA segment length is given by a parameter nseg expressed in
units of base pairs (bp) Gy�1 cell�1. This segment length is an ad hoc
parameter and should not be considered equivalent to the DNA
content of a specific chromosome or cell. The number of lesions to be
distributed within the segment is given by the sum of the number of
strand breaks Gy�1 cell�1, rSb, and the number of base damages Gy�1

cell�1, rBb ¼ frSb, where f is the base damage to strand break ratio.
Finally, the grouping of lesions into clusters is determined by a
parameter Nmin (bp), which specifies the minimum length of
undamaged DNA between neighboring lesions such that these lesions
are said to belong to two different clusters (some ‘‘clusters’’ may
contain only one lesion). The MCDS algorithm thus has four
adjustable parameters: nseg, rSb, f and Nmin. For well-oxygenated cells
with a DNA content of 6 Gbp, the default (recommended) parameters
used in the MCDS are rSb¼ 1,300 Gy�1 cell�1 (216.7 Gy�1 Gbp�1), f¼

3, Nmin¼ 9 bp, and nseg(x)¼ 149,200 – 123,600x/(xþ267), where x [
(Zeff/b)2 (13).

3. Simulation of the effects of chemical repair and oxygen fixation
To simulate the effects of oxygen on the formation of individual and

clustered DNA lesions within the MCDS, a three-step algorithm is
proposed:

Step 1. Simulate the number and location within the DNA of
individual and clustered DNA radicals using the published MCDS
algorithm (13, 58). By using the existing algorithm to simulate the
initial location of DNA radicals, the radical and lesion clustering
effects arising from the structure of individual particle tracks are
preserved (i.e., the same as in the original MCDS).

Step 2. Determine the probability a DNA radical is reduced, for
example, by a thiol within the cellular environment rather than fixed
by O2 (i.e., the oxygen fixation hypothesis). The fraction of the initial
DNA radicals removed through the chemical repair process is
determined using the formula:

pRðx; ½O2�Þ ¼ 1� ½O2� þ K

½O2� þMðxÞ � K : ð7Þ

Here, [O2] denotes the % O2 concentration at the time of irradiation,
the quantity (1 – 1/M) represents the maximum fraction of DNA
radicals removed through chemical repair under fully anoxic
conditions, K is the % oxygen concentration at which half of the
maximum is removed, and x [ (Zeff/b)2. To account for factors that
reduce the effectiveness of chemical repair as (Zeff/b)2 increases, such
as increased radical clustering or other chemical modifications to the
DNA, M(x) is modeled using the empirical formula:

MðxÞ ¼ M0 �
ðM0 � 1Þ

1 þ ðq=xÞr : ð8Þ

Here, M0, q and r are adjustable parameters that capture essential
physiochemical factors and processes that hamper the chemical
repair process in vitro or in vivo. Here, M0 determines the maximum
fraction of the DNA radicals that can be removed through chemical
repair, and the term involving the ratio q/x corrects for changes in
the effectiveness of chemical repair with radiation quality. For low-
LET radiations, q/x is large, oxygen fixation is minimized and
chemical repair is maximized. In the limit as q becomes very large
compared to x¼ (Zeff/b)2, M(x) approaches the asymptotic value M0.
As particle LET increases, q/x decreases, M(x) approaches unity, and
oxygen fixation is maximized (i.e., a well-oxygenated cellular
environment).

Step 3. Remove fraction pR(x,[O2]) of the DNA radicals created in
step 1. As a working hypothesis, we assume that all of the initial DNA

TABLE 1
Minimum Allowed Kinetic Energy (KE) and Related Properties of Selected Ions in Water as Reported by the MCDS

Particle type

Kinetic energy

S – Srad (keV/lm) CSDA range (lm)

z̄F (Gy)

MeV MeV/u MCDS Eq. (6)

e– 2.56 3 10�5 - 21.13 2 3 10�3 ,10�11 0.17
1H 6.47 3 10�3 6.47 3 10�3 34.2 0.28 ,10�4 0.29
3He2þ 0.222 7.39 3 10�2 186 2.03 0.06 1.53
4He2þ 0.294 7.35 3 10�2 186 2.70 0.14 1.53
12C6þ 14.8 1.23 612 21.13 5.32 5.08
14N7þ 24.7 1.76 663 30.42 5.68 5.49
16O8þ 38.1 2.38 711 42.03 6.01 5.86
20Ne10þ 78.4 3.92 792 73.14 6.60 6.50
56Fe26þ 1750 31.3 1148 963.7 9.35 9.34

Notes. The minimum KE is equivalent to (Zeff/b)2¼ 10,000. Estimates of z̄F, the frequency-mean specific energy, are for a representative cell
nucleus 5 lm in diameter. S is the total stopping power, and Srad is the radiative stopping power.
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radicals created in step 1 are equally likely to be removed through the
chemical repair process. This hypothesis implies that all of the initial
DNA radicals forming a putative cluster are equally accessible to O2

and to DNA radical scavengers in the cellular environment. Also, the
interaction kinetics among DNA radicals, scavengers and O2 is
assumed not to saturate. These assumptions imply that the chemical
removal of individual DNA radicals is monoexponential (first-order
chemical repair). For clusters of 2 or more DNA radicals, chemical
repair kinetics may appear to be mono- or multiexponential. In gas
explosion experiments, Prise et al. (66, 67) found that the precursors to
SSBs and DSBs exhibited exponential repair kinetics.

4. Simulation of clusters from photons

Although the MCDS does not have the ability to directly simulate
cluster yields for photons or other neutral particles, secondary electron
spectra for 60Co and 137Cs in a monolayer cell geometry (61) were used
to generate spectrum-averaged cluster yields. For the other photon
sources considered in this work (50, 200, 250, 270 and 280 kVp and
10 MV X rays), we used the Monte Carlo N-Particles Transport Code
(MCNP) Version 5.140 to generate secondary electron spectra in a
monolayer cell culture geometry comparable to the one used in Hsiao
and Stewart (61). Simulations for kilovoltage X rays included a 0.5-
mm Cu and 4-mm Al filter. MCNP-generated secondary electron
spectra are based on a minimum of 107 particle histories. A 1 keV
photon and electron cutoff energy was used for all MCNP simulations.
Differences among DSB yields for 60Co, 137Cs and filtered 220 kVp X
rays computed using electron spectra generated using PENELOPE
(61) and MCNP were negligible (,1%).

Analysis of Published Data Sets

In many published studies, the oxygen enhancement ratio (OER) is
used to quantify the effects of oxygen on DNA damage, cell killing
and other biological end points. The OER is usually defined as the
ratio of the absorbed dose required to produce biological effect E (e.g.,
a given level of cell killing) under maximally hypoxic conditions to
the absorbed dose required to produce the same effect E under
normoxic conditions. Alternatively, many groups (8, 68–73) have
used the OER as a scaling factor to determine the radiation sensitivity
of cells irradiated under reduced oxygen. However, the use of the OER
as a scaling factor for radiation sensitivity parameters often produces
trends counter to ones associated with the traditional definition of an
OER. Because radiation sensitivity parameters are more often known
for normoxic conditions than hypoxic conditions and because of the
sometimes inconsistent use of the OER term in the literature, we
prefer, and will henceforth use, the term hypoxia reduction factor
(HRF) rather than OER to quantify the effects of oxygen concentration
on DNA damage and other biological end points. Because of the close
relationship between DSB induction and clonogenic survival (7),
estimates of the HRF derived from clonogenic survival data are used
to supplement data from direct measurements of DSBs and other
cluster yields.

1. HRF for individual and clustered DNA lesions

Formally, the HRF is the ratio of the absorbed dose required to
produce biological effect E under maximally hypoxic conditions to the
absorbed dose required to produce the same effect E under normoxic
conditions. Because the induction of DNA damage is proportional to
absorbed dose up to at least a few hundred Gy of low- or high-LET
radiation regardless of oxygen concentration (15, 31), the HRF for
DSB induction, HRFdsb, can be expressed as a ratio of doses or as a
ratio of DSB yields, i.e.,

HRFdsbð½O2�Þ ¼
Dð½O2�Þ

DN
¼ RN

Rð½O2�Þ
: ð9Þ

Here, DN is the absorbed dose required to produce rN DSB (Gy�1

Gbp�1) in cells irradiated under normoxic conditions, and D([O2]) is
the absorbed dose required to produce r([O2]) DSB (Gy�1 Gbp�1) in
cells irradiated under oxygen concentration [O2]. An equation
mathematically equivalent to Eq. (9) is also appropriate for other
types of individual of clustered DNA lesion. For biological end points,
such as reproductive cell survival, with non-linear dose–response
characteristics, alternate HRF formulas must be derived from isoeffect
relationships, e.g., see ref. (8).

2. HRF for clonogenic cell survival
The survival of cells irradiated under varying oxygen concentrations

is well approximated by the linear-quadratic (LQ) cell survival model;
i.e., the fraction S of the cells surviving absorbed dose D is S ffi exp(–
aD – bGD2). Here, a and b characterize intrinsic cellular radiation
sensitivity and G is the dose protraction factor. The dose protraction
factor is a correction to the intertrack (dose-squared) term that
accounts for the temporal pattern of radiation delivery, including dose-
rate and dose-fractionation effects in radiation therapy. For a single
dose of radiation delivered at constant dose rate during time interval T,
G is given by G(x)¼ 2(e–x þ x – 1)/x2, where x [ T ln 2/s. Here, s is
the effective half-time for sublethal damage repair. A number of
published studies have demonstrated that the effects of oxygen on cell
survival can be incorporated into the LQ by modifying a and b by
dimensionless factors HRFa and HRFb, respectively. That is, the LQ
survival model for reduced oxygen concentrations becomes S ffi exp[–
(aN/HRFa)D – (bN/HRFb)GD2]. As a close approximation, HRFa ffi
(HRFb)

1/2¼HRF (8) and the surviving fraction becomes S ffi exp[–(aN/
HRF)D – (bN/HRF2)GD2].

As in Carlson et al. (8), we performed simultaneous three-parameter
fits (aN, bN and HRF) to published cell survival data for mammalian
cells exposed in vitro to particles with widely varying radiation quality
under normoxic and reduced oxygen concentrations. The subscript N
denotes LQ radiosensitivity parameters determined under normoxic
(.21% O2) conditions. Except when noted otherwise, measured data
from published figures was digitized using the GetData Graph
Digitizer� software. The analysis includes data for CHO cells (32,
51, 52), V79 cells (33, 49, 53, 55–57), human kidney T-1 cells (44),
and U251 human glioma cells (54) exposed to low-LET radiation (33,
44, 49, 51–57) as well as cells exposed to particles with a range of
LET (5.6–166 keV/um) (32, 36, 43) under normoxic and hypoxic
conditions. Analyzed results from Spiro et al. (56), Ling et al. (48),
Koch et al. (47), Gerweck et al. (46), and Michaels et al. (50) are also
provided for cells irradiated by photons under oxygen concentrations
ranging from anoxic to 100% O2. For experiments that include
multiple dose rates (49, 56), the DSB repair half-time (s) is treated as
an adjustable parameter. Otherwise, a representative 2-h half-time for
DSB repair is used to correct for dose protraction effects (74). The
results of the extensive set of experiments for V79 and HSG cells
irradiated with helium, carbon and neon ions reported by Furusawa et
al. (45) were also reanalyzed. For the reanalysis, the estimates of a and
b reported by Furusawa et al. (45) derived from independent fits to the
data for normoxic and hypoxic cells were first used to generate
synthetic data sets up to a surviving fraction of the order of 10�4. The
synthetic data sets were then refitted using the using the three-
parameter (aN, bN and HRF) analysis method (8).

The induction and biological processing of DSBs is an important
process underpinning the reproductive death of cells [(7) and
references therein]. As a first approximation, the derivation of the
LQ cell survival model from the RMF model suggests that a is
proportional to the initial number of DSB Gy�1 cell�1, and b is
proportional to the square of the initial number of DSB Gy�1 cell�1.
For cells irradiated under reduced oxygen and then returned to a
normoxic environment shortly thereafter, a temporary reduction in the
available oxygen has a nominal impact on DSB repair kinetics (8). For
the end point of clonogenic survival, HRFa and HRFb are thus related
to the HRF for DSB induction by
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HRFdsbð½O2�Þ ffi HRFað½O2�Þ ¼
aN

að½O2�Þ
: ð10Þ

HRFdsbð½O2�Þ ffi
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

HRFbð½O2�Þ
q

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

bN

bð½O2�Þ

s

: ð11Þ

3. Estimation of MCDS parameters related to oxygen fixation and
chemical repair

The three-step algorithm to incorporate oxygen effects into the

MCDS ultimately introduces four adjustable parameters into the

modeling process, i.e., the parameters K, M0, q and r determine the

probability pR an initial DNA radical formed by ionizing radia-

tion undergoes chemical repair. Conceptually, pR is closely related

to the effects of oxygen on the formation of individual lesions

within the DNA. As a first approximation, the HRF for the end

points of single-strand break (SSB) and DSB induction are related

to pR by

HRFssb ffi
1

1� pRðx; ½O2�Þ
ð12Þ

HRFdsb ffi
1

1� pRðx; ½O2�Þ

� �2

ð13Þ

The rationale for Eq. (12) is that SSBs must be composed of at least

one strand break. Hence, the chemical repair of a DNA radical with

the potential to form a strand break will, as a first approximation,

produce a corresponding reduction in the measured SSB yield detected

using many experimental assays. Similarly, DSBs are composed of a

minimum of two strand breaks on opposed DNA strands, and the

chemical repair of the DNA radical precursor to either of the strand

breaks forming a DSB will reduce the number of experimentally

detected DSBs. As a test of the validity of Eqs. (12) and (13), MCDS

cluster yields are compared to measured data from experimental

assays for the detection of DSBs and other types of clusters. To the

TABLE 2
Summary of Published Cell Survival Data Sets Used to Determine MCDS Parameters Related to the Chemical Repair and

Oxygen Fixation of the DNA Radicals Formed by Ionizing Radiation

Cell type Radiation type Energy (MeV/u) Dose (Gy) Dose rate (Gy/h) (Zeff/b)2 S – Srad (keV/lm)

CHO X rays 200 kVp 1–18 294 18.8 1.53
12C 24 0.05–6 1800 725 80.0

CHO-AA8 c rays 60Co 2–5.9 348 1.72 0.24
CHO X rays 270 kVp 0.4–3 18 14.1 1.30

3.6–30.4 84
V79-4 c rays 60Co 1.5–20.9 228 1.72 0.24

4He 0.83 0.5–4 1440 2095 119
V79 c rays 137Cs 9.9–100.9 0.89–276 2.8 0.34

c rays and
X rays

60Co and
10/15 MV

7.1–25.1 12–650 1.4–1.7 0.22�0.24

V79 X rays 200 kVp 1.2–11.9 72 18.9 1.60
V79–171 X rays 270 kVp 0.4–28 100 14.1 1.30
V79 X rays 10 MV 4–60 600 1.5 0.23

c rays 137Cs 6.6–70.7 3.37 2.8 0.34
c rays 137Cs 14–63.7 0.89 2.8 0.34

V79-379A X rays 250 kVp 0.08–33 36.6 15.9 1.40
Hk–T1 X rays 250 kVp 1–22 120 15.9 1.40

2H 1.5, 7.45 1.4–19.9 40 63.7–617.5 5.7, 32.8
4He 0.63, 1.0 0.4–2.8 108 1770–2642 105, 140
4He 6.25, 2.08, 1.28 0.5–13 40 301–1412 26.3, 62, 88.6

V79-379A X rays 250 kVp 1–20 96 15.9 1.40
1H 1.9, 1.15, 0.76 1–20 100 247.5–610 16.8, 24.4, 32.5
4He 0.95 1–6 1000 1854 109

CHO X rays 50 kVp 3.7–26.2 120 25.7 2.13

X rays 280 kVp 5–30 162 13.8 1.28
V79 S–171 c rays 137Cs 3–45.5 271 2.8 0.34

CHO X rays 280 kVp 3–33 168 13.8 1.28
CHO X rays 50 kVp 4.6–26.6 120 25.7 2.13
V79 3He 10.1–1.27 0.5–31 32 188–1429 18.0–89.4

12C 82.3–1.92 0.5–27 231–7280 30.1–499
20Ne 130–7.71 0.5–21 435–5728 59.7–520

HSG 3He 10.2–1.76 0.5–22 186–1050 17.8–70.6
12C 126–1.92 0.5–27 160–7280 22–499
20Ne 130–5.58 0.5–15 435–7546 60–645

U251 c rays 60Co 1–10 12 1.7 0.24
X rays 8.04 keV 1.1–4.4 32.5 2.70

aa: aerobic; h: hypoxic.
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extent that Eqs. (12) and (13) hold, substitution of Eq. (7) into the

right-hand-side of Eqs. (12) and (13) gives

HRFssb ffi
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

HRFdsb

p

ffi ½O2� þMðxÞ � K
½O2� þ K

ð14Þ

DSB and Non-DSB (Fpg and Endo III) Clusters in HeLa Cells

New experimental assays for the detection of clustered DNA lesions
other than the DSB provide additional opportunities to test the MCDS.
One assay for the detection of non-DSB clusters is based on the
postirradiation in vitro processing of isolated DNA by human or
bacterial repair enzymes participating in the BER pathway, such as the
E. coli Fpg protein (a DNA glycosylase) and Endonuclease III
[reviewed in ref. (22)]. Postirradiation processing of DNA from
irradiated cells with Fpg converts many types of oxidized purine
(adenine and guanine) and some abasic sites into strand breaks. The
postirradiation processing of DNA from irradiated cells with Endo III
converts many types of oxidized pyrimidine (cytosine and thymine)
and some abasic sites into strand breaks. Ultimately, the postirradi-
ation processing of DNA by repair enzymes converts some non-DSB

clusters into damage detectable as DSBs with the neutral (non-
denaturing) gel electrophoresis assay. That is, fragment size
distributions from constant- or pulsed-field gel electrophoresis are
quantified and then converted to estimates of the number of DSBs per
cell (or per Gbp) using number average length analysis (NALA) with
and without application of the repair enzymes. Numbers of Fpg and
Endo III clusters are determined by subtracting the number of DSBs
formed directly by radiation (i.e., without application of the repair
enzymes) from the total number of DSBs obtained with the application
of repair enzymes (22).

1. Measurement of DSB and non-DSB cluster using the PFGE assay
We measured DSB and non-DSB clusters in HeLa cervical

carcinoma cells for normoxic (21% O2) and reduced oxygen (O2 ,
0.2%) conditions using the pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE)
assay. Preparation of human DNA in agarose plugs was performed as
described in ref. (6). Briefly, approximately 250,000 cells were
embedded in low-melting-point agarose plugs and, after lysis at
neutral conditions, plugs were acclimated extensively in the
appropriate enzyme buffer and treated with E. coli enzymatic damage
probes (Fpg, Endo III) for the detection of Fpg (oxypurine) or Endo III
(oxypyrimidine) clusters. After enzyme treatment, samples were
incubated in a proteinase K-based reaction stop buffer and then
neutralized in 0.53 TBE running buffer. For the measurement of DSB
and non-DSB clusters, samples and molecular length standards were
electrophoresed in a 0.85% neutral agarose gel (Bio-Rad Megabase
Agarose, (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA) prepared in 0.53 TBE) in a BioRad
CHEF (contour-clamped homogeneous electric field) DR-II apparatus
(field angle 1208) with a dual switch time of 40–3600 s for 82 h at 2 V/
cm and then 5–40 s for 6 h at 5 V/cm at 128C. Gels were stained with
ethidium bromide (1 lg/ml in double distilled water) for 1 h and
destained overnight, and an electronic image was obtained using a
FluorCheme 8800 imaging system (Alpha Innotech, San Leandro,
CA). Electronic images were then processed using QuantiScan
(BioSoft, Cambridge, UK) to obtain a densitogram for each gel lane.
The analysis of the gels was performed using number average length
analysis (NALA). DSB yields and non-DSB clusters were calculated
for each case (23).

Experiments under reduced oxygen conditions (,21% O2) are
performed using the thin-film method for rapid gas-liquid equilibra-
tion (75) to establish a hypoxic environment prior to irradiation of cell
cultures. Glass dishes coated with collagen were kept at 378C without
CO2 for 18 h. Then conditioned medium was aspirated and replaced
with 1 ml 0.2% gelatin for 1 h. Medium and gelatin were aspirated and
the plates sterilized with UV radiation for 20 min. Then 2 ml of
medium containing full DMEM was added and equilibrated in the
incubator for 2 h. Approximately 106 cells were seeded per plate and
left to attach overnight. Prior to irradiation, cells were exposed to a
specified percentage of O2 using a series of precision chamber
evacuations followed by replacement with nitrogen gas exchanges.
After warming, the chambers were shaken continuously at 378C to
ensure that the O2 in the gas phase was in equilibrium with the O2 in
the culture medium. After exposure to hypoxia for 30 min, the
aluminum chambers were placed directly in the 137Cs irradiator (dose
rate ;2 Gy per minute). Irradiated and sham-irradiated cells were
harvested at various times 0 to 48 h postirradiation and centrifuged at
1,000 rpm. Cell pellets were snap frozen in ethanol/dry ice bath and
prepared for DNA damage analysis.

2. Cell-specific Monte Carlo simulations of DSB and non-DSB
clusters
Although explicit Monte Carlo simulation of the induction and

subsequent processing of initial base damage by the Fpg and Endo III
enzymes is presently beyond the scope of the MCDS, comparisons of
the different categories of individual or clustered base damage may
still provide useful clues as to the identity or complexity of the damage
detected in experimental assays as Fpg or Endo III clusters. Because

TABLE 2
Extended

O2 concentrationa Ref.

a: 95% air; h: - (32)

a: 100% air; h: - (51)
a: -; h: , 0.0005% O2 (52)

a: 95% air; h: , 0.0003% O2 (33)

a: 100% air; h: 0.001% O2 (49)

a: - h: , 0.0005% O2 (53)
a: 95% air; h: , 0.0005% O2 (55)
21, 10, 3, 1, 0.3, 0.1, 0.03, 0.001% O2 (56)
21, 10, 3, 1, 0.3, 0.1, 0.001% O2

21, 1, 0.3, 0.1, 0.03, 0.01, 0.001% O2

a: 95% air; h: , 0.001% O2 (57)
a: 97% air; h: , 0.005% O2

(43)
(44)

a: 95% air; h: - (36)

21, 10.5, 4, 1, 0.44, 0.21, 0.11, 0.05,
, 0.0005% O2

100, 21, 0.44, 0.2, 0.11, , 0.0005% O2 (48)
95, 1, 0.5, 0.1, , 0.0025, 2, 0.7, 0.4,

0.05, 0.02% O2

95, 19, 4, 1, 0.44, 0.2, 0.052, 0.002% O2 (47)
21, 0.44, 0.21, , 0.0005% O2 (46)
a: 100% air; h: - (50)
a: 95% air; h: - (45)

a: 100% air; h: - (54)
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DSB formation requires at least two strand breaks on opposite sides of
the DNA double helix within about 10 bp of each other, the
postirradiation application of Fpg and Endo III has the potential to
convert a strand break with base damage (or an abasic site) in the
opposed strand to a DSB. Clusters with base damage on opposed
strands may also be converted to a DSB. As a working hypothesis, any
non-DSB cluster composed of two or more lesions with at least one
lesion on opposing sides of the DNA helix may be converted to a DSB
through postirradiation application of Fpg and Endo III. The MCDS
provides information about the relative numbers of SSBs and clustered
base damage composed of exactly k lesions (e.g., k¼ 1, 2, 3, . . .). To
relate the MCDS estimates of the initial numbers of non-DSB clusters
to the number of Fpg and Endo III clusters, we propose the following
formulas:

rFpgð½O2�Þ ¼ jHeLafFpgrkð½O2�Þ: ð15Þ

rEndo IIIð½O2�Þ ¼ jHeLafEndo IIIrkð½O2�Þ: ð16Þ
Here, jHeLa is a dimensionless factor that corrects for cell-specific

biology impacting equally on all types of individual or clustered DNA
lesions (e.g., the DNA content per cell), and rk([O2]) is the initial
number of non-DSB clusters with exactly k lesions produced in a cell
irradiated under oxygen concentration [O2]. We assume that fraction fi

of the initial rk clusters (i¼ Fpg or Endo III) are converted to a DSB
through the postirradiation action of the Fpg and Endo III enzymes. To
minimize the number of adjustable parameters and probe the
relationship between different categories of non-DSB cluster, the
MCDS is used to estimate rk as a function of O2 concentration. The
parameters jHeLa, fFpg and fEndo III are considered cell- and assay-specific

adjustable parameters that are independent of the O2 concentration at
the time of irradiation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Comparisons of HRF for Cell Survival and DSB Induction

To estimate the four key input parameters (M0, K, q, r)

needed to model the effects of chemical repair and oxygen

fixation within the MCDS, we performed a non-linear

regression analysis of published cell survival data (Table 2)

to estimate the HRF as a function of oxygen concentration

and radiation quality using Eqs. (10) and (11) (symbols in

Figs. 1 and 2). To estimate MCDS inputs related to oxygen

fixation and chemical repair, a second non-linear regression

analysis was performed to minimize a positively weighted

sum of the difference between the HRF computed using Eq.

(13) and the HRF derived from the clonogenic survival data

(i.e., the sum of squared error). Because the HRF for DSB

induction computed using Eq. (13) is an approximation, we

manually fine-tuned the estimates of M0, K, q and r to

minimize the difference between the Monte Carlo-simulated

HRF for DSB induction [i.e., Eq. (9)] and the HRF derived

from the cell survival data [Eqs. (10) and (11)]. Other

MCDS input parameters related to the simulation of DNA

damage under normoxic conditions were maintained the

FIG. 1. Comparison of the HRF for clonogenic survival to the HRF
for DSB induction. Filled and open symbols denote estimates of the
HRF for clonogenic cell survival derived from published experiments
(Table 2) for cells under extreme hypoxia (,0.01% O2). Solid line:
HRF for DSB induction predicted by the MCDS (M0 ¼ 1.740, K ¼
0.3372% O2, q ¼ 946.1, r ¼ 2.150). Dashed line: HRF for DSB
induction predicted by the MCDS when M(x) approaches the
asymptotic value M0 ¼ 1.740 as q ! ‘. For this special case, the
probability an initial DNA radicals undergo chemical repair instead of
fixation is the same for all ions, regardless of radiation quality.

FIG. 2. Effects of oxygen concentration on the HRF for clonogenic
cell survival and DSB induction. Symbols: HRF for clonogenic
survival derived from published cell survival experiments for photons
(Table 2). Lines denote the HRF for DSB induction predicted by the
MCDS for 60Co (solid line), 29 kVp X rays with 30-lm Mo filter (dash
dot line), 0.76 MeV protons (long dashed line), 8.3 MeV a particles
(dotted line), and 146.4 MeV carbon ions (short dashed line).
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same as in our previous publication (13). The oxygen effect
parameters selected as optimal from this multistep analysis
were: M0¼ 1.740, K ¼ 0.3372% O2, q ¼ 946.1, r ¼ 2.150.

Figure 1 shows a comparison of the HRF for clonogenic
survival derived from published experiments (Table 2) to
the HRF for DSB induction predicted by the MCDS with
the best-fit parameters (solid line: M0¼ 1.740, K¼ 0.3372%
O2, q¼ 946.1, r¼ 2.150) and for the special case when q!
‘ (dashed line). The MCDS-predicted HRF for DSB
induction is ;2.9 for particles with (Zeff/b)2 less than
;100. As (Zeff/b)2 increases, the HRF decreases in a
monotonic fashion and approaches unity for radiations with
(Zeff/b)2 greater than ;4000. An HRF equal to unity means
that the ion produces the same DSB yield under normoxic
and hypoxic conditions. For the special case when q ! ‘,
the function M(x) approaches the asymptotic value of M0,
regardless of particle type and energy [refer to Eq. (8)].
Conceptually, this special case corresponds to a scenario in
which the probability that the initial DNA radical undergoes
chemical repair instead of fixation is the same for all ions,
regardless of radiation quality. When q! ‘ (Fig. 1, dashed
line), the HRF for ions with (Zeff/b)2 greater than about 100
is larger than the HRF derived from the measured data (Fig.
1, symbols). This observation suggests that the chemical
repair process becomes less effective, per initial DNA
radical, as (Zeff/b)2 (and hence particle LET) increases.

A possible explanation for the inferred decrease in the
effectiveness of the chemical repair process is clustering of
initial DNA radicals on a single nucleotide because of the
dense patterns of ionization and excitations associated with
high-LET radiations. As a conceptual example, imagine that
densely ionizing radiation creates multiple radicals in close
enough spatial proximity to a single nucleotide (sugar, base
or phosphate group) that the nucleotide is ultimately
converted to a strand break unless all of the initial radicals
are reduced. In this scenario, the chemical restoration of a
subset of the radicals formed on a nucleotide would be
ineffective at preventing the formation of a strand break – in
effect, the chemical repair process becomes less effective
per initial DNA radical. Regardless of the underlying
mechanism, the HRF for DSB induction predicted by the
MCDS with the proposed model and selected input
parameters (Fig. 1, solid line) captures well the overall
trends in the HRF derived from clonogenic survival for a
wide range of particle types and energies, including the
HRF for the proton and carbon ions of interest in radiation
therapy (76, 77).

Figure 2 shows, for a range of oxygen concentrations, a
comparison of the HRF for clonogenic survival to the HRF
for DSB induction predicted by the MCDS. For photons and
other radiations with a low (Zeff/b)2, the predicted HRF is
close to the maximum of 2.9 for oxygen concentrations less

FIG. 3. Effects of radiation quality on DSB induction in well oxygenated cells. Solid lines: RBE for DSB induction predicted by the MCDS
with 60Co as the reference radiation. Symbols: RBE for DSB induction from published track structure simulations (left panel) and pulsed-field gel
electrophoresis (PFGE) measurements (right panel). Left panel: open symbols (85–89) and filled symbols (78, 90). Right panel: photons and
electrons (31, 33, 80, 91–95), protons (15, 96–103), a particles (15, 31, 94, 96–102), 12C (97, 99, 103), 14N (80, 101, 104–105), 16O (97, 103), 20Ne
(97, 99, 103), and 56Fe (6, 79–80, 106–108). For published studies that did not report DSB yields for 60Co c rays, estimates of RBE with 60Co as
the reference radiation were computed as RBEX 3 RBE60. Here, RBEX is the RBE of the radiation of interest relative to reference radiation X, and
RBE60 is the RBE of reference radiation X relative to 60Co c rays. Estimates of RBE60 derived from MCDS simulations ranged from 1.005 to 1.3
for results from Nikjoo et al. (85–89) and were ,1.05 for data from all other publications.
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than 0.01%. The photon HRF decreases rapidly in a
monotonic fashion toward unity as oxygen concentration
increases. The HRF for DSB induction predicted by the
MCDS (Fig. 2, solid line) is in good agreement with the
HRF derived from the survival data for cells irradiated by
photons under a wide range of oxygen conditions. For cells
irradiated under conditions comparable to the oxygen
concentrations typically found in normal tissue (i.e., 5–8%
O2), the predicted HRF ranges from 1.06 to 1.09. Also
shown in Fig. 2 is the predicted effect of oxygen
concentration on the HRF for DSB induction by selected

ions (0.76 MeV protons, 8.3 MeV a particles, and 146.4
MeV 12C ions). Regardless of the type of ion, the predicted
HRF for DSB induction approaches unity for oxygen
concentrations beyond about 10%. However, the RBE of
higher-LET radiations compared to 60Co c rays tends to
increase with decreasing oxygen concentration. The
predicted RBE for DSB induction of a 1 MeV proton
(26.9 keV/lm) relative to 60Co c rays (0.24 keV/lm)
increases from 1.9 to 2.3 as the oxygen concentration
decreases from 100% to 0%. For a 12 MeV 12C ion (681
keV/lm), the predicted RBE for DSB induction increases

TABLE 3
Comparison of Measured and Predicted Estimates of HRFdsb for Selected Cell Lines and Types of Ionizing Radiation

Experimental technique Cell type Radiation type
Energy

(MeV/u) (Zeff/b)2

S – Srad

(keV/lm)
Dose
(Gy)

SFGE cold lysis CHO X rays 200 kVp 18.8 1.53 0–125
0–400

12C 24 725 80 0–60
0–180

Sucrose sedimentation V79-4 c rays 60Co 1.72 0.24 0–250
60–150

4He 0.83 2095 119 0–200
100–200

Neutral filter elution VH10 normal
human fibroblasts

c rays 137Cs 2.80 0.34 0–50

10–50
Neutral filter elution V79-379A X rays 250 kVp 15.9 1.4 –

–
X rays 1.487 keV 173 8.3 2.5–20

2–40
Neutral filter elution V79-379A 1H 1.15 407 24 20–50

2–40
1H 0.76 610 31 20–50

20–50
4He 0.95 1854 107 20–50

20–50
PFGE warm lysis RT112 human c rays 60Co 1.72 0.24 20–200

bladder carcinoma 50–350
Sucrose sedimentation rad 52 (PR 94) e– 30 MeV 1.00 0.21 300–2400

200–1500
4He 0.875 1994 113 100–350

100–400
PFGE cold lysis V79-4 c rays 60Co 1.72 0.24 5–20

–
X rays 4.55 keV 64.6 4.4 5–19

–
1.49 keV 259 10.3 –

–
0.96 keV 556 15 –

–
0.28 keV 965 18 2–7

–
Neutral PFGE lysis at 378C

HeLa c rays 137Cs 2.80 0.34 5

aa: aerobic, h: hypoxic.
bFor MCDS simulations, aerobic and hypoxic O2 concentrations not specified in the reference are taken as 21% and 10�3%, respectively.
cReported DSB yields are 2.7 and 0.7 DSB Gy�1 Gbp�1 for aerobic and hypoxic conditions, respectively.
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from 3.4 (100% O2) to 9.8 (0% O2). As illustrated in Fig. 1,

the HRF for DSB induction predicted by the MCDS for

protons and more massive ions is in good agreement with

the HRF for clonogenic cell survival under extreme hypoxia

(,0.01%).

Comparisons of RBE and the HRF for DSB Induction

Figure 3 compares MCDS estimates (solid lines) of the

RBE for DSB induction to estimates from track structure

simulations (left panel) and from PFGE measurements

(right panel) under normoxic conditions. The MCDS

predicts that the RBE for DSB induction increases rapidly
up to a (Zeff/b)2 of about 4,000 and then increases in a more
gradual, monotonic fashion up to (Zeff/b)2 ¼ 10,000. The
MCDS-predicted trends in RBE are quite similar to the ones
predicted by detailed track structure simulations (78, 79) for
ions up to and including 56Fe, although the absolute
numbers of DSBs and the RBE may differ by as much as
30% for some high-LET radiations. However, the differ-
ences in RBE estimates among the track structure
simulations from different groups are about as large as the
differences between the MCDS estimates and the estimates
from either group’s track structure simulations (Fig. 3, left
panel). In comparison to the reasonable agreement among
results from the MCDS and track structure simulations,
measured estimates of the RBE for DSB induction appear to
increase with increasing (Zeff/b)2 up to about 1000 and then
start to decrease (Fig. 3, right panel).

The seeming discrepancies among the measured and
predicted RBE estimates for large (Zeff/b)2 are reasonably
attributed to the challenges associated with measuring small
DNA fragments using the PFGE assay (78, 80). That is,
massive particles with a large LET are much more effective
at producing spatially correlated DSBs in the same
chromosome than lower-LET radiations. The small DNA
fragments produced by pairs of DSBs in close spatial
proximity often go undetected in the PFGE assay; hence the
measured DSB yield is underestimated for heavier ions but
not for electrons and photons. In contrast to the discrepan-
cies among the measured and predicted RBE estimates for
massive ions, the measured and predicted RBE estimates are
in reasonable agreement for low-energy (high-LET) photons
(red filled circles in the right panel of Fig. 3). This
observation is consistent with the hypothesis that uniform
irradiation of a cell by large numbers of low-energy photons
produces spatially dispersed (uncorrelated) DSBs rather
than spatially correlated DSB.

Table 3 compares the MCDS-predicted HRF for DSB
induction to estimates derived from measured data. The
MCDS and measured estimates of the HRF for DSB
induction decrease with increasing (Zeff/b)2. The trends in
the HRF derived from direct measurements of the DSB
yield with radiation quality are consistent with the trends
and the absolute magnitude of the HRF derived from
clonogenic survival data (Fig. 1). The reported HRF values
for different types of low-LET radiation vary greatly among
the published experiments. The differences among the
measured estimates of the HRF provide some evidence that
the presence or absence of oxygen at the time of irradiation
has an impact on the initial induction of DNA damage in
ways that are cell line and cell type specific. However, the
variability in the measured HRF may also be a reflection of
known artifacts and uncertainties associated with the
experimental detection of DSBs using various techniques
(16, 78, 81, 82). Although the MCDS includes an option to
scale absolute cluster yields for cell DNA content, other
cell-specific biological factors (e.g., chromatin structure) are

TABLE 3
Extended

MCDSb

O2 concentrationa

Reported
HRFdsb DSBs Gy�1 Gbp�1 HRFdsb Ref.

a: 95% air 3.4 8.5 2.85 (32)
h: - 3.0
a: 95% air 2.2 18.2 1.99
h: - 9.1
a: 95% air 5 8.1 2.86 (33)
h: , 0.0003% O2 2.8
a: 95% air 1.2 24.1 1.19
h: , 0.0003% O2 20.3
a: 100% air 2.6 8.1 2.85 (34)

h: , 0.0005% O2 2.9
a: 95% air 3.5 8.4 2.85 (35)
h: , 0.0006% O2 3.0
a: 95% air 1.64 11.7 2.79
h: , 0.0006% O2 4.2
a: 95% air 1.64 14.9 2.46 (36)
h: - 6.1
a: 95% air 1.49 17.1 2.15
h: - 8.0
a: 95% air 1.14 23.5 1.24
h: - 19.0
a: 3% O2 3.86b 7.2 2.54 (37)
h: , 0.001% O2 2.8
a: 100% air 2.80 8.3 2.90 (31)
h: - 2.8
a: 100% air 1.30 23.8 1.20
h: - 19.8
a: 95% air 3.50 8.3 2.92 (91)
h: - 2.8
a: 95% air 1.90 9.7 2.89
h: - 3.4
a: 95% air 2.10 13.1 2.70
h: - 4.9
a: 95% air 1.80 16.8 2.27
h: - 7.4
a: 95% air 1.80 20.0 1.73
h: - 11.6
a: 21% O2 1.00 8.15 1.00 This work
a: 1% O2 1.08 6.00 1.36
a: 0.5% O2 1.27 5.03 1.62
a: 0.1% O2 1.90 3.47 2.35
h: - 1.90 2.84 2.87
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not explicitly considered in the MCDS. To simulate the

absolute numbers of clusters produced in a specific

experimental system, one or more of the default (recom-

mended) biological inputs to the MCDS may need to be

adjusted to better reflect the characteristics of a particular

cell line, cell type or environment (e.g., confluent or rapidly

dividing cells). Still, we consider the overall trends in the

RBE and HRF for DSB induction to be in good agreement

with measured data for a wide range of particle types,

energies and oxygen concentrations.

Comparison of Absolute Numbers of DSB and non-DSB
Clusters

In our experiments, we detected 12.48 DSBs Gy�1 Gbp�1

in HeLa cervical carcinoma cells irradiated by c rays from a
137Cs source compared to the MCDS estimate of 8.16 DSBs

Gy�1 Gbp�1 for a representative mammalian cell irradiated

under 21% O2 by 137Cs c rays. The cell-specific correction

factor jHeLa is approximately equal to 12.48 DSBs Gy�1

Gbp�1/8.16 DSBs Gy�1 Gbp�1 ¼ 1.53. To fit Eqs. (15) and

(16) to the measured yields of Fpg and Endo III clusters, the

enzyme-specific factors fFpg and fEndo III were adjusted to

minimize a positively weighted sum of the squared errors

between the measured and calculated yields of Fpg and

Endo III clusters. The model for Fpg and Endo III clusters

was fitted to the measured data for several different

categories of non-DSB cluster, including all non-DSB

clusters composed of 1 or more lesion, all non-DSB clusters

composed of 2 or more lesions, and all non-DSB clusters

composed of 3 or more lesions. We also fitted the model to

the measured cluster yields for different categories of non-

DSB clusters (i.e., SSBs and clusters composed solely of

base damage).

Of the categories considered, non-DSB clusters composed

of two or more lesions (k ¼ 2) best minimize differences

among the measured and predicted yields of Fpg and Endo

III clusters (solid lines in Fig. 4). As shown in Fig. 4 (dashed

and dotted lines; center and right panels), trends in the

predicted number of Fpg and Endo III clusters (Gbp�1 Gy�1)

with O2 concentration for k ¼ 1 (all non-DSB clusters

composed of one or more lesions) and k ¼ 3 (all non-DSB

clusters composed of 3 or more lesions) are substantially

over- or underpredicting cluster yields for some O2

concentrations. The model predicts that about 5.5% of the

non-DSB clusters composed of 2 or more lesions are

converted to Fpg clusters (fFpg¼0.055) and about 4.8% of the

non-DSB clusters composed of 2 or more lesions are

converted to Endo III clusters (fEndo III¼ 0.048). The MCDS

predicts that the number of non-DSB clusters composed of 2

or more lesions comprise 27% of the total non-DSB clusters

at 21% O2 and 17% of the total non-DSB clusters at 0.1% O2.

The good agreement between the measured and predicted

Fpg and Endo III cluster yields for the non-DSB clusters

composed of 2 or more lesions (Fig. 4, solid line), but not

clusters composed of 1 or more or 3 or more (Fig. 4, dashed

and dotted lines), suggests that substantial numbers of non-

DSB clusters composed of 2 lesions are converted to DSBs

through the postirradiation application of the Fpg and Endo

III enzymes. The good agreement in terms of the absolute

numbers of DSB, Fpg and Endo III clusters shown in Fig. 4

also provides evidence that the effects of oxygen on clustered

DNA lesions are adequately modeled in the MCDS.

FIG. 4. Effects of oxygen on the induction of DSB and non-DSB (Fpg and Endo III) clusters in HeLa cells exposed to 5 Gy of c rays from
137Cs. Symbols: measured data from PFGE assay. Solid line (left panel): MCDS estimates of the DSB yield normalized to reproduce the measured
yield at 21% O2. Solid lines (center and right panels): fraction f of the initial non-DSB clusters composed of 2 or more lesions (k¼ 2) converted to
DSBs by the Fpg glycosylase (fFpg¼0.055) or the Endo III nuclease (fEndo III¼0.048). Dashed lines (center and right panels): fraction f of the initial
non-DSB clusters composed of 1 or more lesions (k¼1) converted to a DSB by Fpg (fFpg¼0.013) or Endo III (fEndo III¼0.011). Dotted lines (center
and right panels): fraction f of the initial non-DSB clusters composed of 3 or more lesions (k¼ 3) converted to a DSB by Fpg (fFpg¼ 0.23) or Endo
III (fEndo III¼ 0.20). All MCDS results are scaled by jHeLa¼ 1.53 to correct for cell-specific biology not explicitly considered in the Monte Carlo
model. For visualization purposes, measured data for 0% (nominal) O2 are shown at the 0.1% O2 level.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Prior publications (13, 58) provide evidence that the
MCDS is capable of estimating the overall yield of SSBs,
DSBs and clustered base damage produced in a normal,
well-oxygenated cellular environment by electrons, protons
and a particles with energies as high as 1 GeV. In this work,
comparisons of MCDS estimates of RBE and the HRF to
data from other published experimental and theoretical
studies provide evidence suggesting that the MCDS
captures the major trends in the production of DSBs and
non-DSB clusters for ions up to and including 56Fe. The
MCDS has been extended so that the induction of individual
and clustered DNA lesions can be simulated for arbitrary
mixtures of different types of radiation in cells irradiated in
hypoxic and aerobic environments. For radiations with (Zeff/
b)2 less than 100, the predicted hypoxia reduction factor
(HRF) for DSB induction under anoxic conditions is 2.91,
and the predicted HRF for SSB induction under anoxic
conditions is 1.63. The Monte Carlo-predicted HRF for SSB
induction is slightly smaller than the square root of the HRF
for DSB induction (i.e., 1.7) because DSBs arise, on
average, from larger numbers of lesions (or DNA radicals)
than SSBs. Because the Monte Carlo simulation assumes
that all of the initial DNA radicals formed by ionizing
radiation are equally likely to be removed through the
chemical repair process, the chemical repair of initial DNA
radicals is slightly more effective, on average, at removing
potential SSBs from the DNA than potential DSBs. As (Zeff/
b)2 increases, the HRF decreases monotonically and
approaches unity for (Zeff/b)2 greater than about 4,000. For
all oxygen concentrations and types of ions, the predicted
HRF for SSB induction is approximately equal to the square
root of the HRF for DSB induction. Although additional
comparisons of measured and predicted cluster yields are
needed to more fully validate the MCDS, the reported
studies provide evidence that plausible nucleotide-level
maps of the clustered DNA lesions formed in cells irradiated
under conditions of reduced oxygen by low- and high-LET
radiation can be generated. Monte Carlo simulations of the
induction of clustered DNA lesions by ionizing radiation are
currently the only way to obtain nucleotide-level maps of
the spatial configuration of the DNA lesions forming a
cluster.

The MCDS algorithm to simulate the effects of oxygen on
clustered DNA lesions is based on the widely held
hypothesis that the effects of oxygen on individual and
clustered DNA lesions arise from kinetic competition
between the oxygen fixation and chemical repair processes.
The reported studies suggest that the proposed algorithm, as
implemented within the MCDS, is adequate to predict
changes in the initial yields of DSBs as well as two types of
non-DSB clusters, i.e., Fpg and Endo III clusters. The good
agreement among biological indicators of radiation quality
(RBE) and oxygen effects (HRF) derived from cell survival
data and from direct measurements of the DSB yield also

provides evidence supporting the widely held view that
DSBs are a biologically critical form of clustered DNA
lesion. However, the induction of Fpg and Endo III clusters
exhibits similar trends with oxygen concentration, and the
possibility that some types of non-DSB clusters play an
important role in reproductive death cannot be easily
dismissed. Experiments have shown that unsuccessful
excision repair of non-DSB clusters in vitro and in vivo
sometimes produces enzymatic DSBs [(83, 84) and
references therein] minutes or hours after cells are
irradiated. Additional research is needed to investigate the
potential significance of non-DSB clusters for radiation
mutagenesis, cell death, neoplastic transformation and other
end points related to carcinogenesis and the treatment of
cancer using ionizing radiation.

Comparing dimensionless metrics of radiation quality
(RBE) and oxygen concentration (HRF) for different end
points is an especially useful way to test biological
hypotheses linking early (initial) chemical alterations in
biological targets to higher-level cellular or tissue end
points. The quantity and complexity of initial damage to
small biological targets are closely related to the predictable
spatial features of energy deposits from individual ion tracks
(i.e., track structure) whereas cell and tissue responses to
radiation occur over much larger time and spatial scales and
often arise from the combined effects of many ion tracks. At
the multicellular and tissue levels, the deposition of energy
may appear uniform (i.e., a uniform absorbed dose) even
though the structure of the individual tracks is quite
different. For a uniform absorbed dose, any difference in
the response of a cell or tissue to one type of radiation
relative to another type of radiation (same dose) must be
attributed to differences in track structure or to the numbers
of tracks required to deliver the dose. Dimensionless
biological metrics, such as the RBE and HRF, help isolate
the effects of radiation quality (track structure) and local
oxygen concentration from the effects of other biological
events and processes, such as intercellular signaling, cell-
matrix interactions and inflammatory responses. A strong,
positive correlation between the RBE and HRF for one end
point (e.g., induction of DSBs or non-DSB clusters) with
the RBE and HRF for a different end point (e.g.,
reproductive cell death or tumor control) is strong, albeit
indirect, evidence that the mechanisms underlying both end
points are causally linked. The MCDS captures many of the
essential trends in the formation of DSBs and non-DSB
clusters with radiation quality and oxygen concentration and
is a useful tool to probe the multiscale effects and
interactions of ionizing radiation in cells and tissues.
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